Reversal of cardiac fibrosis and related dysfunction by relaxin.
As a hallmark of heart disease, cardiac fibrosis contributes to the development of heart failure and arrhythmias and forms a key therapeutic target. There is a major unmet need for selective, potent, and safe antifibrotic drugs. Earlier studies revealed a cardiac fibrosis phenotype in relaxin-1-deficient mice. Recent studies in several rodent models of cardiac fibrosis have documented reversal of fibrosis by treatment with relaxin peptide or virally mediated relaxin gene delivery. In mice with surgically induced transmural myocardial infarction, relaxin therapy inhibited scar density. In these studies, however, functional benefits achieved by relaxin therapy were limited or less explored. Collectively, there is good experimental evidence that relaxin is able to reverse cardiac fibrosis due to distinct mechanisms. Future research needs to explore functional improvement following fibrosis reversal by relaxin and the usefulness of relaxin in antiarrhythmic or stem cell-based therapy.